Digital holographic microscopy allows determination of dynamic changes in the optical thickness profile of a transparent object with sub-wavelength accuracy. Here, we report a quantitative phase laser microsurgery system, which takes advantage of the precise optical manipulation by the laser microbeam and quantitative phase imaging by digital holographic microscopy with high spatial and temporal resolution. This system would enable absolute quantitation of localized alteration/damage to transparent phase objects, such as the cell membrane or intra-cellular structures, being exposed to the laser microbeam, which was not possible using conventional phase-contrast microscopy.
Introduction
Since the appearance of the laser as a source of powerful and highly focused light in the 1960's, researchers have been using lasers in the life sciences and in medicine. The laser microbeam, also termed "laser scissors" uses lasers to alter and/or to ablate intracellular organelles and cellular and tissue samples, and today has become an important tool for cell biologists to study the molecular mechanism of complex biological systems by removing individual cells or sub-cellular organelles [1, 2] . Laser scissors were used to study cell structure and function by ablation of chromosomes, mitotic organelles, mitochondria or other sub-cellular structures [3] . Single cells or groups of cells have been perforated for injection of exogenous materials [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] and have even been cut open by laser scissors to free the internal constituents for analysis [11] , and to study the developmental fate of those cells in developing organisms-such as in the formation of the nervous system [12] and other systems. Clinically, it has also been used to reduce the thickness of the zona pellucida layer of the ovum in order to improve human in vitro fertility [13] .
However, visualization of transparent microscopic biological specimens (such as living cells and their intracellular constituents) being manipulated by a laser microbeam is difficult using conventional bright-field microscopy. Zernike phase-contrast microscopy [14] is most widely used in laser microsurgery to observe qualitatively the ablation of sub-cellular organelles or cells, which normally appears as paling or dark spots since the phase variation due to laser microsurgery is converted into amplitude variation through the use of a phase plate. Dark field and Nomarski differential interference contrast (DIC) microscopy [15] can also render transparent phase objects visible. In dark field microscopy, only the scattering centers and boundaries contribute to the image signal against a zero background. And in DIC microscopy, the changes in refractive index of the sample are converted into amplitude changes by splitting a polarized beam into two perpendicularly polarized components, which are then recombined to generate a sheared interferogram to give a three-dimensional perception of the object. In any of these techniques, the phase to amplitude conversion is nonlinear and there are significant artifacts in the images, such as the halo in phase contrast microscopy and the disappearance of contrast along the direction perpendicular to the shear in DIC microscopy. Therefore, quantitative phase imaging is not feasible with these techniques. Quantitative phase imaging [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] is important because it allows the determination of the optical thickness profile of a transparent object with sub-wavelength accuracy. Here we report a quantitative phase laser microsurgery (QPLM) system, which takes advantage of the combination of laser scissors and digital holographic microscopy. Quantitative phase images are recorded during the process of laser microsurgery, and thus, the dynamic change in phase can continuously evaluated. The introduction of quantitative phase imaging in laser microbeams will make it possible to evaluate quantitatively the damage or the repair of the cell or cell organelle in real time.
System setup and results
The design of the quantitative phase laser microsurgery system is described in Fig. 1 . After passing through a 5X beam expander, the second harmonic 532 nm green scissor beam from a nanosecond Nd: YVO 4 laser (20KHz, 12 ns, Coherent Inc, USA) is guided through a shutter and a lens pair, deviated by a mirror (M) and focused onto a small spot of the sample by a 100X Plan Neofluor Phase microscope objective, (MO; 1.3 NA, Carl Zeiss,Jena, Germany). The lens pair, composed of a concave and a convex lens, is introduced to match the focal plane with the imaging plane of the objective. For the purpose of quantitative phase imaging, the red light from a laser diode of 675 nm is focused by a lens, L, and split into a Mach-Zehnder interferometer. Lights from both the object and the reference arms are directed towards a CCD camera (Sony XCD 710). A 20X objective was placed in the reference arm of the interferometer and the curvature of the interference fringes was digitally compensated controlled via software. A slight angle is introduced between the object and the reference beams for off-axis holography. The camera has an array of 1024 × 768 pixels with pixel size of 4.65 µm and 8-bit gray scale output with an acquisition speed of 30 frames per second. An IEEE1394 cable connects the camera to the desktop computer, which processes the acquired images and calculates the holographic diffraction using a number of programs based on show the quantitatively phase images before and after microbeam, respectively.
The resolution of the reconstructed images from the angular spectrum method is the same as that in the hologram plane. The non-ambiguity phase range calculated from the complex field distribution is only from π − to π . Any phase outside this range will cause a wrapping effect of
2.6π 0.0 the phase map. The 2π-phase ambiguities can be directly resolved to get an absolute sample phase map by phase unwrapping using Goldstein's algorithm [22] . In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of this method, red blood cells harvested from a healthy volunteer were smeared onto a glass coverslip and brought into focus by the QPLM system. The lens pair was then used to fine adjust the focal spot of the laser microbeam onto the sample. The laser microbeam is electrically controlled by a mirror and scanned to cut a straight line across one RBC. A custom-designed program was used to observe the sample phase map in real time and could be triggered to record automatically all of the phase maps of the RBC sample after and during the opening of the shutter. Figure 2(a-b) show the phase-contrast images of the RBC cells before laser microirradiation. Figure 2 
Conclusion
In conclusion, we have demonstrated a quantitative phase laser microsurgery system, which takes advantage of the combination of laser scissors and digital holographic microscopy. Quantitative phase images recorded during the process of laser microsurgery of red blood cells allowed evaluation of dynamic changes in phase in real time. The introduction of quantitative phase imaging in laser microscopy systems would enable quantitative evaluation of the dynamics of damage and/or repair of the cellular structures (such as chromosomes, cell membranes, and neuronal axons) subsequent to laser injury. This work is supported by the National Institutes of Health (EB-00293, CA-91717, RR-01192), and the Air Force Office of Science Research (FA9550-04-1-0101, F9620-00-1-0371). Support from the Beckman Laser Institute Inc. Foundation is also gratefully acknowledged.
